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ABOUT THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

This document is a product of The Global Food Donation Policy Atlas, a partnership between the Harvard Law School Food Law and Policy Clinic (FLPC) and The Global FoodBanking Network (GFN). The Atlas project is an innovative partnership designed to map the laws and policies affecting food donation in 15 countries over the course of two years and to provide a comparative legal analysis based on these findings. For each of these countries, the Global Food Donation Atlas project will produce a legal guide to identify the laws relevant to food donation in that country. While the landscape differs across geopolitical borders, the legal guides recognize universal issues that impact effects to reduce food loss and waste and increase food recovery. These issues include food safety, date labeling, liability, taxes and government grants or funding programs.

In-country interviews with relevant stakeholders, including food banks, food donors, government officials, and legal experts, further informed the content of the legal guide and revealed priority actions for law and policy change. Based on these findings, FLPC has developed specific recommendations for each country. These recommendations are intended to serve as a companion to the legal guides, though both documents may stand alone. The purpose of these recommendations is to highlight select actions for improving upon laws, policies and programs relevant to food loss, waste, and donation.

The present document sets forth recommendations focused on Canada, where over half of food produced is lost and wasted annually, while an estimated one in eight Canadian households is food insecure. The discussion below provides a brief overview of the legal issues most pertinent to food donation, which are explained in more detail in the Canada legal guide. The recommendations included in this report are not exhaustive, but offer select best practices and policy solutions to reduce food loss and waste and combat food insecurity through stronger food donation laws and policies in Canada.
The recommendations contained in this document aim to provide a starting point for stakeholders in Canada to strengthen the legal and policy framework relevant to food donation. Food banks and other organizations whose mission is to reduce food waste and increase food donation (collectively referred to as “food recovery organizations”), donors, and policymakers should consider additional opportunities to advance food donation and reduce food waste. In summary, the recommendations are as follows:

To ensure that food is donated safely and does not pose risks to recipients, the federal government should:

- Amend Canada’s food safety legislation, the Food and Drugs Act and the Safe Food for Canadians Act to feature donation-specific sections.
- Produce and disseminate clarifying guidance on food safety requirements relevant to donation.

To ensure that quality-based date labels do not result in the disposal of food that is otherwise safe for consumption and donation, the federal government should:

- Amend the Food and Drug Regulations to distinguish between safety-based and quality-based date labels for all food products on which food producers choose to place a date label.
- Promote consumer education and awareness on the meaning of date labels.

To ensure concern for liability arising out of donating food does not deter potential donors, the federal government should:

- Enact legislation that provides liability protection for food donations.
- Provide liability protection to allow food recovery organizations and other intermediaries to charge a nominal fee for donated food.
- Provide liability protection for past-date donation of foods if the label relates to quality rather than safety.
- Provide liability protection for donors who directly donate to final recipients.

To ensure that food donors and food recovery organizations are sufficiently incentivized to engage in food donation, the federal government should:

- Amend section 69(1)(b)(ii) of the Income Tax Act to allow food businesses to benefit from the deduction for donated food.
- Issue federal guidance establishing that the fair market value for unsaleable items is the same as for saleable items.
- Create federal tax credit for farmers who donate agricultural products.
Over half of food produced in Canada is lost and wasted annually, and almost one-third of such lost and wasted food is avoidable. Economically, 11 million metric tons of food every year – worth nearly $50 billion – is estimated to be wasted in Canada and over $100 billion is wasted in indirect costs, “including labor, infrastructure, and energy.” Meanwhile, an estimated one in eight Canadian households is food insecure. Although Canada’s two largest provinces, Ontario and Quebec, are slightly below this national average in food insecurity rates, the total number of food insecure individuals is greatest there due to the size of the population. Food insecurity is especially prominent in Nunavut, where estimates find that nearly half of households are food-insecure and over 60% of children live in food-insecure households. Yet the value of the food that is wasted nationally each year could feed everyone in Canada for almost five months.

This food waste and loss negatively impacts the environment. An estimated 60% of Canada’s food industry “blue water footprint,” which represents fresh surface and groundwater utilized in food production, is ultimately used for food that is lost and wasted. It is further estimated that 10% of Canada’s overall greenhouse gas emissions are from agricultural production.

While some food waste and loss is inevitable, an estimated 86% of avoidable food waste is not rescued and redistributed in Canada. Avoidable food waste and loss occurs primarily at the manufacturing, processing, and household levels, with food waste in the home accounting for almost one-fourth of overall avoidable food waste and loss. According to Second Harvest’s The Avoidable Crisis of Food Waste 2019 report, some of the primary reasons for food waste and loss include conservative date code labeling and confusion over date codes, cosmetic standards for produce, perceived risk associated with food donation as well as technical issues relating to food donation such as cost and lack of infrastructure or ineffective communication between potential donors and recipient agencies.

Canada is currently working on efforts to reduce food loss and waste. For example, Environment and Climate Change Canada, the department responsible for environmental policy, recently assembled and published a report addressing the issue of food loss and waste, outlining current efforts by provinces and nongovernmental organizations to address the issue, and identifying key action areas for future improvement. The department also recently created a strategy on short-lived climate pollutants that includes strategies for reducing methane emissions from landfills. Canada is also currently working with Mexico and the United States under the Commission for Environmental Cooperation to share resources on food loss and waste across country borders. Efforts are being made at the provincial level as well. For instance, every province has enacted liability protection legislation to protect food donors from civil liability arising from food-related injuries and four provinces have enacted tax incentives for food donations. In short, food loss and waste is a problem that is beginning to be taken seriously by Canadian policymakers.

Efforts to reduce food loss and waste are also occurring outside the government. Nongovernmental attempts to reduce food loss and waste have included efforts to bring second-grade produce to large supermarkets in Canada, guidance by Food Banks Canada for interpreting date labels in an effort to reduce food loss and waste due to date labelling confusion, creation of a food loss and waste strategy for Canada by the National Zero Waste Council, and the formation of a working group by the Packaging Association of Canada to identify potential packaging solutions to reduce food loss and waste. Many other organizations are currently working on solutions to repurpose food that may otherwise be wasted or lost. Additionally, there are an estimated 4,140 food banks and food rescue organizations across Canada.
The following sections briefly summarize some of the most common and complex legal issues relevant to food donation, as identified and described in more detail in the Legal Guide, and offer policy recommendations to address these challenges.

LEGAL CHALLENGES & POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Food Safety for Donations

Issue Overview

In many countries, a key barrier to the donation of surplus food is the lack of knowledge or readily available guidance regarding safety procedures for food donation. Potential donors are often uncertain as to which food safety regulations apply to donated food, as opposed to purchased food, as well as the steps necessary to safely donate food in compliance with applicable regulations. As a result, safe, surplus food that could have been redirected to populations in need is instead destined for landfills.

In Canada, federal food safety laws are largely contained within the Food and Drugs Act (FDA) and Safe Food for Canadians Act (SFCA), and are generally applicable to any person, commercial firm, or establishment that develops, divides, conserves, transports, sells, displays, or imports or exports food. Health Canada is responsible for promulgating rules, policies, and regulations that establish food safety standards, while the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) is responsible for enforcing such standards.

The FDA and SFCA do not explicitly discuss whether their provisions are relevant only to food that is sold, but not donated, and do not include separate procedures for food donation. Even though some of the food-related rules and regulations are not strictly related to safety (e.g. nutrition or net quantity information-related labeling requirements), there are no laws addressing whether such requirements apply to food donation. Therefore, in addition to being safe for consumption, it appears that all donated food must comply with applicable safety requirements contained in these statutes and the regulations promulgated under them, as well as with relevant local law. Food donors may therefore avoid donating surplus food, and food recovery organizations may refuse to accept certain donations that are otherwise safe for consumption.

Understanding which food safety requirements apply to donated food is important for minimizing potential harm to donation recipients, and ensuring that food safe for consumption is donated rather than discarded. However, the current system lacks clarity for food donors and food recovery organizations as to the applicable provisions.

Recommended Policy Actions

1. Amend Canada’s Food Safety Legislation, the Food and Drugs Act and the Safe Food for Canadians Act, to Feature Donation-Specific Sections.

In order to eliminate the uncertainty around which FDA and SFCA provisions apply to the safety of donated food, these laws should be updated to feature donation-specific chapters. These chapters could clarify what provisions are necessary to ensure the safety of donated food and which provisions (such as certain labeling provisions) are not related to safety and thus do not apply to food donations. Creating donation-specific sections of the FDA and SFCA would significantly ease the burden on food donors and food recovery organizations seeking to ensure compliance with relevant food safety provisions and may increase food donation.
Clear guidance from food safety enforcement agencies on what FDA and SFCA provisions or other requirements apply to donated food would ease concerns of food donors and food recovery organizations, and likely lead to increased and safer donation. Health Canada is responsible for promulgating rules, policies, and regulations that establish food safety standards under these Acts, while the CFIA is responsible for enforcing such standards. Health Canada could offer guidance to clarify the FDA and SFCA provisions relevant to food safety. The benefit of guidance is that it can generally be more informal and detailed than legislation, which often makes it more useful to those using it. However, ideally donors and food recovery organizations would be able to look to both the FDA and SFCA and guidance from Health Canada in order to understand their food safety obligations with respect to donated food.

Date Labeling

Issue Overview

A major driver of food waste and obstacle to food donation is the general misconception about the date labels affixed to food products. Many donors interpret date labels that use phrases such as “sell by,” “use by,” or “best by” to indicate the safety of food. Despite this interpretation, for the vast majority of foods, date labels indicate freshness or quality rather than food safety, and few foods become more likely to carry foodborne illnesses over time. Donors and food recovery organizations, however, being cautious about food safety, may discard food once the date has passed even if the food is perfectly safe to donate and consume.

This cycle of confusion and waste occurs in Canada under the current date labeling regime. The Food and Drug Regulations (FDR) require a safety-related expiration date for only five types of food, listed in the legal guide. The FDR requires quality-related dates (i.e., “best-before”) for perishable foods with a shelf life of 90 days or less. The CFIA recognizes that these mandatory quality-related dates are not indicators of food safety. Foods which are past their quality date (“best by” and “packaged on”) are not necessarily unfit for consumption. As such, CFIA does not impose restrictions on selling or donating foods past their quality date. This means that large food retailers are free to donate past-date foods that may no longer appeal to paying customers, but are still safe to consume. In addition to the date labels required by the CFIA, food businesses may choose to include date labels on other products, meaning that a wide range of products carry date labels in Canada.

This system of both mandatory and voluntary date labeling leads to confusion, which may be a barrier to donation. When labeling voluntarily, manufacturers generally select dates that indicate peak freshness rather than dates after which the product is no longer safe to consume. Nevertheless, food donors perceive date labels as scientifically-determined to indicate the safety of the food and may assume that the donation of food is prohibited after the date has passed. This interpretation is reasonable in the absence of clear law or clarifying guidance, but leads to unnecessary waste of safe, edible food.

Recommended Policy Actions

1. **AMEND THE FOOD AND DRUG REGULATIONS TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SAFETY-BASED AND QUALITY-BASED DATE LABELS.**

With the exception of certain products, Canada’s existing date-labeling regime allows manufacturers to select from language that does not clearly convey whether the date refers to quality or safety. In order to provide clarity as to the meaning of the date label on food products, the Canadian federal government should amend the FDR to introduce a dual-labeling system with one standard label to be used for foods that are labeled as a quality
indicator, and one standard label for foods that are labeled in order to indicate that the produce may decline in safety after the date.

Many other countries, and the food industry itself, are moving towards this system of dual date labels. For example, the EU requires that the date label on any food products use only one of two standard labels: “best before” is required for those foods where the label is an indicator of quality, while “use by” is required for those foods that may increase in food safety risk after the date. Several EU Member States have issued guidance clarifying the impact of these dates on food donation and others have introduced legislation that explicitly allows for donation after the “best before” date but not after the “use by” date. The Consumer Goods Forum, a global network of 400 consumer goods companies across 70 countries has also called for the standardization and adoption of a dual date labeling system.

Canada could adopt the EU’s recommended language of “best before” and “use by,” establishing one standard term to indicate safety concerns and one standard term to indicate quality concerns, and prohibiting the use of any other date labeling terms. These changes could be implemented through amendments to the FDR. This labeling scheme would provide greater certainty to consumers, as well as to food donors and food recovery organizations, as to the meaning of these dates and may reduce the amount of food that is thrown away.

Given that potential food donors erroneously perceive “best before” dates and any other voluntary dates included on food products as indicators of safety, increasing the sale, consumption or donation of food after this date will require a change in behavior. National consumer education will be critical to inform donors, food recovery organizations, and consumers that these dates are not regulated to convey safety, but are more likely indicators of quality. Joint public and private sector initiatives may help to ensure that stakeholders understand that date labels should not stand as a barrier to donation. Any clarification or standardization to this regime, such as the introduction of a standardized dual date labeling requirement (as described in the previous recommendation), will also require campaigns to educate and increase awareness among donors, food recovery organizations, and consumers about the new interpretations.

2. PROMOTE CONSUMER EDUCATION AND AWARENESS ON THE MEANING OF DATE LABELS.

Liability Protection for Food Donations

Issue Overview

A significant barrier to food donation is the fear among donors that they will be found liable if someone becomes sick after consuming the donated food. While there is no federal liability protection for food donation in Canada, in response to these concerns, each province as well as the Northwest Territories and Yukon Territory have passed laws to provide protection from civil liability to both companies and individuals who donate food. Liability protection is not absolute; in most of the provinces, acting with reckless disregard or an intent to injure can still result in liability.

In all jurisdictions besides Quebec, the legal landscape for food-related injuries is substantially similar. The basis of liability is typically tort law, which involves civil litigation between private parties about wrongful acts; this can be distinguished from criminal law, in which the government brings suit against a defendant who commits a crime. Liability may also be possible through contract law.

Under most provincial statutes, “donors” can include anyone involved in donating food. For example, donors could be the individuals or corporations who provide the food to a food bank, someone who donates food directly to individuals, or a food bank itself. However, donors do not include people or entities that donate food
“Profit” is not defined in the statutes, nor is “donate.” Most of the provinces do not expressly state whether liability protections extend if a nominal fee is charged to the end beneficiaries for the food. Nova Scotia, however, explicitly states that the food must be given for free, making it clear that no fees can be charged.

Most of the statutes do not specify eligible recipients of the food. Thus, the food could likely be given to a charity or other intermediary, or directly to an individual person. However, Ontario’s legislation explicitly protects both donations to individuals as well as to intermediaries. Quebec’s legislation appears to apply to food given to anyone so long as the food was given away out of “unselfish motives.” Nova Scotia is different from the other provincial statutes in that it explicitly requires that the food ultimately be consumed by a person in need, though “in need” is not defined by the law.

These differences between the laws and areas of ambiguity within the laws may lead to confusion for donors and distributing organizations. In addition, the protections are limited, as they do not expressly extend to direct donations to final recipients, food recovery organizations and intermediaries that charge recipients a nominal fee for the donated food, or the donation of foods past their quality date. In fact, in some instances, the provincial laws make clear that liability protections do not apply if a nominal fee is charged for the donated food.

**Recommended Policy Actions**

1. **ENACT FEDERAL LEGISLATION THAT PROVIDES LIABILITY PROTECTION FOR FOOD DONATIONS.**

While each of the Canadian provinces and the Northwest Territories and Yukon Territory have passed laws to provide protection from civil liability for food donation, there exist differences between the laws as well as areas of ambiguity within the laws that may lead to confusion for donors and distributing organizations. In order to eliminate any confusion around liability protection for food donations, the Canadian federal government should enact legislation that provides comprehensive liability protection for food donations. While such a federal liability protection law could largely be modeled after those passed by the provinces, it should clarify any areas of ambiguity and expand the scope of liability protection. In addition, because all Canadian provinces and numerous territories now offer liability protection for food donation, it is clear that there is political will behind such protections. As such, it is incumbent upon the Canadian federal government to ensure that any federal action in this area is not out of line with this political will.

2. **PROVIDE LIABILITY PROTECTION TO FOOD RECOVERY ORGANIZATIONS AND OTHER INTERMEDIARIES THAT CHARGE RECIPIENTS A NOMINAL FEE FOR DONATED FOOD.**

As discussed previously, it is unclear whether liability protections extend under most of the provincial laws if a nominal fee is charged for the food. This lack of clarity may prevent organizations from attempting to innovate and secure sustainable revenue models by charging a nominal fee for donated food. Thus, federal liability protection for food donations should explicitly allow food recovery organizations to charge a nominal fee to final recipients.

Allowing the low price sale of food donations would support other offerings by food recovery organizations, such as social supermarkets (nonprofit grocery stores that sell donated food at a low cost and are popular throughout Europe) or other low-cost market-based opportunities to serve those in need. To better support innovative food recovery models, food recovery organizations and other intermediaries should be permitted to charge a reduced or nominal fee for donated food. This scheme would benefit both food insecure populations and the intermediary, which would be able to rely on a more sustainable funding source. Charging a deeply-reduced price for donated food would not compromise the integrity of food donation, but would provide small
revenue for food recovery organizations to transform so that they can better meet the needs of the community. Limiting this nominal fee permission to nonprofit food recovery organizations and intermediaries will ensure that any funds generated from the sale of food will be used in furtherance of the organization’s charitable purpose to serve more individuals in need, rather than for commercial purposes.

3. **EXPLICITLY PROTECT THE PAST-DATE DONATION OF FOODS IF THE LABEL RELATES TO QUALITY RATHER THAN SAFETY.**

As previously explained, date labels relate more to quality rather than safety of pre-packaged food. However, many food donors and food banks interpret the date labels as indicators of safety, and as a result, do not donate or accept donated food once the affixed date has passed. The government should explicitly state that donating food after the affixed expiration date and accepting donations that are past-due will not disqualify donors and intermediaries from receiving liability protection. This could be carried out either by the federal government, if it chooses to pass a liability protection law, or by the provincial governments.

4. **EXTEND LIABILITY PROTECTION TO DONORS WHO DIRECTLY DONATE TO FINAL RECIPIENTS.**

As discussed previously, it is unclear whether liability protections extend under most of the provincial laws if donated directly to the ultimate recipient. Extending liability protection to include direct donations that do not involve intermediaries will increase the likelihood that potential donors will donate rather than discard food that is otherwise safe for consumption. This is particularly true in the case of small-scale farmers and producers that may lack the infrastructure to store and transport perishable food items to intermediaries before the food spoils. Such a change could be made either by the federal government, if it chooses to pass a liability protection law, or by the provincial governments.

**Tax Incentives and Barriers**

**Issue Overview**

Food donation helps to mitigate the costs of hunger and stimulate the economy, but it can also be expensive, as food donors must allocate time and money to recover, package, store, and transport surplus food that otherwise would be discarded, usually at no cost. Taxes can either help to offset these expenses and create an incentive to donate, or they can create an additional barrier to donation, one which contributes to greater food loss and waste. With respect to tax incentives, corporate donors may be more likely to donate surplus food to food banks if they receive a charitable deduction to offset the cost of transportation and logistics. At the federal level, individual donors are eligible for a charitable donation tax credit and corporations are eligible for deductions. The charitable donation tax credit or deduction apply to anyone who makes a donation, for which no consideration is received, to a registered charity, such as a food bank. Both the credit and deduction apply to goods, such as food, and are capped at 75% of total net income.

At the federal level, the tax credit for individual donors is equal to 15% of the first $200 of total donations. The tax credit increases in value to 29% of donations over $200. If an individual’s total taxable income exceeds $214,368, then the credit is 33% of donations over $200.

By contrast, corporations can claim a deduction for the value of gifts they make to a registered charity, which can result in federal and provincial tax assistance generally ranging from 26% to 31% of the fair market value of these donations, depending on the province. For purposes of goods such as food, the fair market value is used...
in determining the total eligible donation amount. The fair market value is defined as the highest price that the good would sell for in the unrestricted marketplace.

While the federal and provincial charitable donation tax incentives are technically available for donations of food, many donors do not benefit from these incentives, for several reasons. First, claiming the tax incentives is practically burdensome due to the difficulties associated with calculating the fair market value of the food that is donated. Additionally, the fact that the fair market value of donated food derived from a donor’s inventory will count as taxable income may make the charitable donation tax incentives unattractive and essentially valueless to the donor.

Donated food often is not the type of food that would sell in an unrestricted marketplace. For example, some donated food items may be past the “best before/meilleur avant” date indicating food quality, which otherwise may be thrown away by retailers. Further, donated food may also come from an operator’s excess supply that they could not otherwise sell to retailers or consumers. Because these unsaleable food items do not have the same or similar fair market value as food items that would otherwise be sold in the marketplace, food banks may have difficulty in assessing their fair market value when issuing a donation tax receipt.

Even when assessing the fair market value is possible, businesses may still be incentivized to value their donation at zero because of the CRA’s policy on donations of business inventory. Subparagraph 69(1)(b)(ii) of the Income Tax Act states that any person that disposes of something “by way of a gift” is deemed to have received the fair market value of that gift in return. The CRA interprets this to mean that a business that donates inventory to a registered charity must include the fair market value of the donated inventory in computing its taxable income. This means that there may not be a charitable donation tax incentive to donating food inventory as compared with throwing it away.

When adding in transportation and other costs associated with donating food, as well as administrative costs associated with claiming a charitable donation tax incentive, there may not be much of an incentive to donating food inventory as compared with throwing it away.

Each province also has its own charitable donation tax credit that can be applied in addition to the federal incentive. These tax credits generally apply to any goods that are donated to registered charities, including food goods.

In addition to the federal and provincial charitable donation tax incentives, which apply to any donated goods in general, four Canadian provinces (Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia, and Nova Scotia) offer tax credits specific to food donation. All four are structured as non-refundable income tax credits applicable specifically to farmers who donate agricultural products and may be claimed in addition to any other charitable donation tax incentives. Ontario, Nova Scotia, and British Columbia’s credits are worth 25% of the fair market value of the donated agricultural products, and apply to eligible persons who donate agricultural products to an eligible entity. Quebec, on the other hand, has a generous credit of 50% of the fair market value of the donated agricultural products. In addition, unlike Ontario, Nova Scotia, and British Columbia, Quebec’s credit extends beyond agricultural products to processed and value-added products, such as “milk, baby formula, baby food, oil, flour, sugar, pasta, frozen vegetables, baby formula, and prepared meals.

**Recommended Policy Actions**

1. **AMEND SECTION 69(1)(B)(II) OF THE INCOME TAX ACT TO ALLOW FOOD BUSINESSES TO BENEFIT FROM THE DEDUCTION.**

Under Canada’s current tax system, corporations that donate goods out of their inventory have to add the value of those goods to their income before deducting it, essentially eliminating any financial benefit of the deduction.
This likely stems from the language of section 69(1)(b)(ii) of the Income Tax Act, which states that any person that disposes of something “by way of a gift” is deemed to have received the fair market value for that gift in return. As noted above, the CRA has stated that it interprets this to mean that companies that “gift” items out of their inventory must first add that value to their total taxable income, before deducting it for the tax incentive. The federal government should amend the language of section 69(1)(b)(ii) to eliminate the requirement that food businesses add the value of the inventory items to their total taxable income before deducting that value for the tax deduction. This would enable businesses to benefit from the deduction and ensure that the deduction is not rendered completely ineffective when applied to food donations.

2. ISSUE FEDERAL GUIDANCE ESTABLISHING THAT THE FAIR MARKET VALUE FOR UNSALEABLE ITEMS IS THE SAME AS FOR SALEABLE ITEMS.

In order for any amendment to section 69(1)(b)(ii) to be successful in allowing food businesses to benefit from the deduction, it is also important that the CRA issue guidance establishing the fair market value for unsaleable items. Under the current system, food banks may have difficulty in assessing this value when issuing a donation receipt to the donor because donated food items are often considered unsaleable and thus no longer have the value they would have had on the market.

The United States, for example, allows donated food to be given the same fair market value as saleable food for purposes of claiming a tax deduction for food donation. The CRA could implement a similar approach to calculating the fair market value of donated food in Canada.

3. CREATE FEDERAL TAX CREDIT FOR FARMERS WHO DONATE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.

While an increased tax deduction may incentivize food donation among certain corporate donors, offering a tax credit for food donations is more likely to encourage donation among farmers and smaller donors who may not generate a lot of income during the year. Compared with a tax deduction, which reduces a taxpayer’s taxable income and is then used to determine the amount of taxes that must be paid, a tax credit is a direct dollar-for-dollar subtraction from the taxes owed. Tax credits are also applied evenly across tax brackets and would therefore have a greater impact for small, low-income businesses than a tax deduction. Further, in addition to the credit already available at the federal level, more targeted tax credits can serve to incentivize farms that are not incorporated.

While certain provinces already offer tax credits for donations by farmers, a tax credit could be offered at the federal level, modeled after one of the provincial tax credits. All four provincial tax credits are structured as non-refundable income tax credits applicable specifically to farmers who donate agricultural products. Ontario, Nova Scotia, and British Columbia’s credits are worth 25% of the fair market value of the donated agricultural products, whereas Quebec has a generous credit of 50% of the fair market value of the donated agricultural products. All four provinces allow the credit to be applied in addition to any other claimable charitable tax credits. However, because of its higher value and broader definition of eligible food products and donors, the Quebec tax credit is considered “the most generous of its kind in Canada.” According to Food Banks Canada, in the first year of the Quebec credit’s enactment, food banks were able to recover an additional over 460,000 kg of food for those in need, while also encouraging over 100 new farms to generously donate to their local food banks.
While these policy recommendations are intended to help strengthen food donation in Canada, they are not exhaustive. Those committed to reducing food loss and waste and promoting food recovery should seek the advice of legal experts, policymakers and other stakeholders to identify the most effective and feasible policy interventions.
The Global Food Donation Policy Atlas project would not be possible without support from the Walmart Foundation. The Walmart Foundation is not responsible for the content of this document or the views contained herein. The content of this document should not be interpreted as legal advice; those seeking legal advice should speak to an attorney licensed to practice in the applicable jurisdiction and area of law.
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